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Request for Proposals:  
Investment Management 

Michigan Saves, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit, is seeking an established and well-respected investment 
management firm to provide investment management services. 

Organizational Description 
Michigan Saves is a nonprofit dedicated to making energy improvements easier for all Michigan energy 
consumers. To accomplish this, Michigan Saves makes affordable financing and other incentives 
available through grants and partnerships with private sector lenders. We also authorize and monitor a 
network of contractors and recognize those with advanced training. Our current portfolio includes 
programs for residential, commercial, and municipal customers, and supports energy efficiency, 
geothermal, and solar PV projects. 

Our Mission 

The mission of Michigan Saves is to stimulate and support investment in energy efficiency and renewable 
energy systems and measures in Michigan homes, businesses, and public buildings. Working through our 
industry and community partners, we offer a statewide network of authorized, professional building 
contractors with expertise in energy efficiency and on-site renewable energy systems; make innovative, 
affordable financing available for energy-focused building and equipment improvements; and accelerate 
demand for greater efficiency through education and communication. 

How We Operate 

Michigan Saves was established in 2009 through a grant from the Michigan Public Service Commission 
(MPSC). The grant allowed a two-year period to establish the organization and an initial portfolio of 
programs to support energy installations. In September 2011, the organization became fully independent. 
Governed by a 15-member Board of Directors and a special policy adviser appointed by the MPSC, 
Michigan Saves has no employees, but is staffed via contract by Public Sector Consultants Inc. and the 
Delta Institute. Michigan Saves has been awarded several grants by State of Michigan agencies and by 
the U.S. Department of Energy to expand and enhance our programs. 

We work hard to be good stewards of taxpayer dollars, and use them to appropriately leverage private 
investment. For every public dollar, an additional $20 in private funds are invested in energy 
improvements. 

 Michigan Saves received its initial funding primarily through grants from state and federal agencies. 
Funding from the grants is available to be used long term to support credit enhancement and 
financing activities, primary through a loan loss reserve. Additional sources of revenue include 
contractor fees collected on each closed loan or lease, and program income. It is anticipated that 
additional grants from state and federal agencies, as well as from private foundations, will be secured 
in the future.  

http://michigansaves.org/about
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Services Sought in this RFP 
As of May 31, 2014, Michigan Saves has approximately $11.5 million of funds on hand, which are 
invested according to short- and long-term investment policy statements approved by the board.  

This request seeks proposals from qualified firms to: 

 Invest the restricted and unrestricted assets of the organization according to projected cash flow 
needs and schedules of future liabilities. 

 Advise the executive director, treasurer, and accountants of the organization on cash management 
procedures and cash flow considerations.  

 Assist the board’s Finance Committee in reviewing the investment policy statements. 

 Provide monthly reports to the executive director and Finance Committee on the value of 
investments.  

 Attend (either in person or via teleconference) meetings of the Board of Directors on an as-needed 
basis. 

The importance of the first two bullets above—investing the restricted and unrestricted assets of the 
organization and managing cash flow—cannot be overemphasized. Because the majority of funds held by 
Michigan Saves are in the form of a loan loss reserve pool, Michigan Saves, in many respects, behaves 
like an insurance company. At full operation, we will hold $10.1 million in assets—leveraged between 5:1 
and 20:1—against a known pool of potential and capped losses. Each month, some of the losses are 
realized (loans default, converting potential liability to actual liability), new loans are written (therefore 
incurring new potential liabilities), and other loans are repaid (thereby removing all potential liability for 
that particular loan). (See attached internal management controls for section II for information on loan 
loss reserve business rules.) Investment earnings are expected to help fund ongoing operations and/or 
replace loan loss reserve funds as payments are made to lenders for loan or lease defaults. Maximizing 
investment earnings, while minimizing risk and the costs associated with management fees, is an 
important factor in evaluating potential investment management firms.  

Michigan Saves is staffed by Public Sector Consultants Inc. and accounting services are provided by a 
third-party accounting firm. It is vital for the investment management firm to work in concert with our staff 
and our accountants to maintain the flow of both payments and receipts for these funds. 

Selection Criteria 

1. Company Information 

a) Well-established (organization in existence at least 20 years, or principals of the firm with at least 
20 years of prior direct experience as registered financial advisers) 

b) Financially stable 

2. Qualifications and Experience 

a) Experience with nonprofits 
b) Experience providing financial management services for organizations of similar or larger size 
c) Appropriate qualifications and previous experience of staff assigned to work with Michigan Saves 

(both supervisory and day-to-day staff) 
d) Absence of conflicts of interest 
e) Satisfactory feedback from references 

3. Investment Policy 

a) Demonstrated understanding of Michigan Saves’ investment goals 
b) Satisfactory policy adherence controls 
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4. Asset Allocation and Investment Management 

a) Comprehensiveness and adequacy of the asset allocation development approach 
b) Management approach and style consistent with Michigan Saves’ investment goals 
c) Portfolio performance of similar organizations 
d) Satisfactory reporting, portfolio evaluation, and review of accounts 

5. Fees 

a) Feasibility of carrying out services given the proposed fees 
b) Satisfactory justification for proposed fees and costs 

Submission Requirements 
To respond to this RFP, please submit a narrative of no more than 20 pages, with one-inch margins and 
10-point type or larger, that addresses the following: 

1. Company Information 

a) Year organized 
b) Number of clients 
c) Type of clientele (defined by industry and size of portfolio) 
d) Number of staffers (i.e., investment-related staff only) 
e) Assets under management in 2008, 2009, and 2010 
f) Number of offices 
g) Location of corporate headquarters 
h) Affiliations with related institutions 
i) Discussion of any past or present litigation or regulatory actions against your firm 
j) Copy of the organization's most recent Form ADV as an appendix 

2. Qualifications and Experience 

a) Qualifications of principals and professional staff (please specify the individuals directly 
responsible for this account) 

b) Number of years of experience in investment management 
c) Discussion of investment philosophy 
d) Discussion of customer service philosophy 
e) Qualifications and experience in providing investment management services for nonprofits, 

including organizations of comparable type and size to Michigan Saves 
f) Three specific references that we may contact (clients most similar to Michigan Saves in type, 

size, and services requested are recommended) 
g) Assurances that providing services to Michigan Saves under this RFP does not constitute a 

conflict of interest for your organization, Michigan Saves, or Public Sector Consultants Inc. 

3. Investment Policy 

a) Assessment of existing investment policy, recommendations for improvement, rationale for 
recommendations, and effect on your fees, if any 

b) Approach to complying with Michigan Saves' investment policy, including controls and disciplines 
implemented 

4. Asset Allocation 

a) Approach in formulating an asset allocation for Michigan Saves 
b) Frequency of allocation review 

5. Investment Management 

a) Two alternative sample portfolios—one unrestricted portfolio and one portfolio focused on 
strategic sustainable investment strategies—you think will best accomplish Michigan Saves' 
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investment goals (as defined by the attached investment policy),  including 

i. Specific investment approaches you provide (U.S. equity, U.S. fixed income, 
international, non-traditional, etc.) 

ii. Investment styles you implement (growth, value, market neutral, small capitalization, 
indexed, etc.) 

iii. Performance results for one-, three-, five-, and 10-year periods, compared to the most 
applicable market index. 

iv. Detailed and clear listing of all fees for the sample portfolio 

b) Frequency of reporting to clients (e.g., monthly, quarterly) 
c) Form of your reports (please provide sample) 
d) Frequency of portfolio evaluation 
e) Frequency of account review by your firm and willingness to meet with management to make 

recommendations and discuss performance 

6. Fees 

a) a. Indicate all fees involved for each of the services you are proposing to provide 
b) Include a breakout of the initial and ongoing consulting fees and the custodial and management 

fees as a percentage of the dollar value of the assets 
c) Does the fee schedule reflect a discount from your normal rates because of our nonprofit status? 
d) Discuss how frequently such fees will be evaluated and the maximum amount of any increase to 

be expected 

Proposals should provide a concise description of your organization's ability to meet the requirements of 
the RFP. You may submit the response by sending two hard copies to: 

Anna Schroen 
Project Assistant 
230 N. Washington Square, Suite 300 
Lansing, MI 48933 

or by e-mailing a single copy in PDF format to aschroen@michigansaves.org. 

The deadline for response is noon, July 15, 2014. 

Timeline 

 Proposals due by July 15, 2014. 

 Contract awarded by late August.  

Additional Information 
Michigan Saves reserves the right to reject any and all proposals received as a result of this RFP, and is 
not liable for any cost incurred by your firm in responding to this opportunity. 

Those firms whose proposals are selected for further consideration may be asked to make a personal 
presentation to us and/or answer questions in advance of our final selection. 

If you have any questions, you are welcome—and encouraged—to contact the executive director 
at any point between now and the RPF due date. Mary Templeton, executive director, can be reached 
at (517) 371-7453 or mtempleton@michigansaves.org. 

  

mailto:mtorres@pscinc.com
mailto:mtempleton@michigansaves.org
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ATTACHMENTS 

Attachment A: Management of Trust Assets 

Attachment B: Short-term Investment Policy 

Attachment C: Long-term Investment Policy 

  

  



 

Attachment A:  
Management of Trust Assets Section of Internal 
Management Controls 

Investment of Assets 

1. Loan Loss Reserve Business Rule 

The Michigan Saves Board of Directors has adopted a business rule to ensure adequate cash 
reserves are maintained for the organization’s loan loss reserve (LLR) accounts. The executive 
director will maintain 1.5 times committed LLR balance or $500,000—whichever is less—in 
FDIC/NCUA-insured deposit accounts, 0.5 to 1.0 times committed LLR balance in cash-equivalent 
accounts with our investment advisor, and remaining, uncommitted funds according to our investment 
policy statements. The executive director can use his/her discretion based on projections of loans to 
be made in the next 12 months to annually set a written policy naming the multiplier. 

2. Investment Policy 

The assets of Michigan Saves are invested according to investment policy statements for the short- 
and long-term portfolios adopted by the Board of Directors consistent with the provisions of the 
Michigan Saves bylaws and state law. Investment advice and brokerage services for Michigan Saves 
are provided by the fund investment manager, which will be a contracted, independent investment 
adviser. 

3. Approval of Equity and Bond Purchases 

The fund investment manager makes trades and equity and bond purchases within the confines of 
the investment policy statements for each portfolio (long- and short-term), without first having to seek 
approval from Michigan Saves personnel.  

 

  



 

Attachment B:  
Short-term Investment Policy  

 

  























 

Attachment C:  
Long-term Investment Policy  
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